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V. Jack Andm-son and Les Whitten

Behind John F. Kennedy’s Murdei
Mafia 

have la! 
Kenned

Roselli mas' 
the John F. 
h him to his

13Ckt?G
ped

into Miami's Bucayne Bay.
Before he died. Roselli hinted to as

sociates that he knew- who had ar
ranged President Kennedy's murder. 
It-was the same conspirators, he sug- 
c-ytcd. whom he had recruited earlier 
to kill Cuban Premier Fidel Castro.

By Roselli's cryptic account, Castro 
learned the identity of the underworld 
contacts in Havana who had been 
tr-'t.-.; to knock him off. He believed, 
.not altogether without basis, that Pres
ident Kennedy w as behind the plot.

The Cuban leader, as the supreme

r.e-J.;. s assassination, according to 
Roselli's scenario. To save their skins, 
the plotters lined up Lee Harvey 0$. 
wald to pull the trigger.

Roselli could never he pinned down 
eii t:a-r.es or details. It was also diffi
cult to assess whether he knew what 
he was talking about or whether he 
merely described what he thought 
might have happened. Certainly there

They were under the loose control 
of Florida's Mafia chieftan. Santos 
Trafficante. His gambling enterprises 
Ln Havana had been closed down by 
Castro after the 1959 revolution. In 
fact. Trafficante had been lodged for a j 
period in a Cuban jail, an indignity 
that didn't endear Castro to him.

After Trafficante made it back to his 
Florida haunts, he left part of his or
ganization behind in Havana. Some cf 
his henchmen even managed to de
velop contacts in Castro s inner circle. 
These were the people Roselli wanted 
to use to knock off Castro.

But Roselli didn't have the stature 
inside the Mafia to make the necessary 
arrangements with Trafficante. So 
Roselli called in his patron, the Chi
cago godfather Sam iMotnoi Giancana, 
to deal with Trafficante.

.-V Roselli's associates tell it. he per
suaded Giancana that it would be to 
their advantage to win the good will of 
the CIA. Convinced. Giancana flew 
down to Florida to make the prelimi
nary arrangements.

Once Giancana and Trafficante set it 
up, Roselli used the Havana under
world to plot Castro's demise. At first, 
thev tried to plant poison pills, sup
plied by the CIA, in Castro's food. The act of reprisal against the Presidymts, 

- --'J^ave mt '

In an impromptu, ihri.-e-hour inter
view' with Associated Press reporter 
Daniel Harker. Castro indicated that 
he knew' about the attempts on his life 
and warned that C.S. leaders also 

Tmight not be .safe. That wa< Sept 7 
1963.

According to Hoselli, Castro enlisted 
the same underworld elements whom 
he had caught plotting against him. 
They supposedly were Cubans from 
the old Trafficante organization. 
Working with Cuban intelligence, thev 
allegedly lined up an e.x-Marine sharp
shooter, Lee Harvey Oswald, who had 
been active in the pro-Castro move
ment.

According to Roselli's version. 
Oswald may have shot Kennedy or 
may have acted as a decoy while Oth
ers ambushed him from closer range. 
When Oswald was picked up. Hoselh 
suggested, the underworld conspira
tors feared he would crack and dis
close information that might lead to 
them. This almost certainly, would 
have brought a massive i.'.S,' crack
down on the Mafia.

So Jack Iluliv was ordered in elim
inate Oswald making il appear as an
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In mid-March, 1965, Rafael Garcia Bongo, a noted

Cuban lawyer whose brother occupied the prestigious position *1 ‘ .
of Minister of Sports in Cuba, contacted CIA (station .personnel 

in Madrid to inform the agency that "he was in contact with 

a group.of military officers who were planning to kill Castro" 

(1967 I.G. Report, p. It quickly became clear to CIA 

employees that Bongo ’s reference/wasi to Cubila and the group 

of military men who were allied with him in attempting to 

depose Castro. Although the 1967?and 1977 'l.G. Reports are 

silent as to their attitude;toward Bongo's ^information, it 

must be assumed that they:, did not. respond Affirmatively since 
t • l(

the AMLASH operation was .in progress at thfe time and Artime »
was in the.process of delivering arms caches to Cubela's people 

within Cuba.

Interestingly, Bongo identified himself to Agency per- 

sonnel as a lawyer for the Capri Hotel and Casino in Havana 

who had been jailed in July 1975 for a period of 75 days, 

allegedly as a reprisal for representing?Santo Trafficante. 

^Bongo's utilization of the short prison: term to establish 

his "bona fides"?is questionable as Trafficante was in jail 

during August 1959. For the Cuban government to wait for 3 

years to exact retribution for that representation makes no 

sense. Possibly, Bongo was involved injapproaching! the Castro
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government'in 1962 on Trafficante's behalf r permission

^toreopentheCapricasino.^-

Borigo's ;>trip;: to'Madfid'Sapparently .involved more than

a;contact* with the .-ClX^for.the«wa's'^arrested for counterfeiting

and held until his old-client, Santo Trafficanto, arrived

with a suitcase full of cash to obtain his release^-—^See

Vi,^et■aI^^■"■^Esp'i^T7s^^’"Hernandezv,y<,^-<(Presumably, Bongo was paroled 

back to Cuba, at an unspecified later date, where he^died.

One aspect of the Bongo-Trafficante relationship ip 

Madrid deserves fuller treatment although it is doubtful 

that anything more than supposition can result from further 

exploration. 4It has ' been reported by Jack Anderson that his 

private and secret source until his death, John Roselli, had

reason to speculate that Cubans originally recruited by Santo

Trafficante to kill Castro were "turned around" and sent

back to the United States where they were directly involved

r.ol.4imn^=dated---9 -■7—-7-64

in the assassination of President:Kennedy.R^See»-Anderson 

——arht^^view-~by---Eenton^-.and_-..._.

, . anojJiex^-oei«mna.-st^~'^S«5rg&’~C'rlie , carried th‘e 
■

s t o ry—a—s-tep •■-f-urt-her-r-by--s-ugge s-ti: ig-<that---T-r a f f i cante-b ecame 
j ;a wi11iiig_parXi-cipant--in^^e-t^wl^x^"-Pr-ime-M-in-i-s-t«-r-,-s--pl_a-iu of

r.et^tia±iSitc~4==«....  ..;^4-^j"lf.ythis ’line-of hypotheca-

tionnis'-adaptedcthen''ithe«tfipI-tdtMadr.idz;by Bongo could assume

, some^sinister" implications^such^as^the'Spossibility - that Bongo 's

! real" purpose instcontactincjj Was to act as



a double agent for Castro in ascertaining ■' the nature and 

scope of the AMLASH operation. Castro certainly became 

aware of the Artime meetings with Cubela in the fall of 

1964 since the list of charges upon which Cubela went to 

trial in 1966 began with these Madrid meetings. If Castro 

had begun his suspicions of Cubela1s role with the CIA dur

ing late 1964 or early 1965, it is likely that he would have 

begun counter-intelligence measures to confirm his fears 

which could have led to Castro sending Bongo to Spain to 

contact the Agency. Given Trafficante1s close ties to Bongo 

(■see--a±srr^dremarF^QOiniote~in-AMISSIF^e'Ct±UTr) , it can be postu

lated that Trafficante was aware of Bongo's true mission 

prior to his departure or became knowledgeable when he bailed 

him out of jail in Madrid. CUpXQ^una^ly^we^*have’•"Txo“way=x>f

knowing- jtfhLe±jxerrrBong.o -~stopped- ±n Miami- to^see Traf f icante. _ 

pr ior _tp_:.gp4!^g""to-Spain-unless-we <coul-d^ obtain the - case file 

from -Secret Service of the Italian .killed .in Miami .who was 

supposed .to be Bongo's partner according to S/A Wenda 11 Sall.)

Trafficante'1 could have received news of Cubela ' s ties 

with the Agency through his close associate Jorge Nobregas who 

was described by Gorge C^-s VC in his Washington Post article 

(circa 8/17/76) as "having worked with the CIA, was in Cubela's 

student revolutionary group in Cuba, and always close to 

Trafficante•"

Actually, given the extent of Trafficante's high-level 

contacts within the exile community and the low-level security
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in the CIA exile operations, it is extremely logical that

Trafficante and other members of the underworld knew, in 

some fashion, part or all of the AMLASH plot. The question 

becomes: So what? Short of being able to blackmail the go

vernment about the modus operendi of the 1960-62 events,

the significance of mob knowledge of AMLASH is not readily 

apparent. -a-doubler agent,
i 

a.whoLe—Gather1—scenariO’-emerge-s^-^TlzH^'

One further reference to Bongo surfaced during an 

interview by Committee Staf/ with Jose Airman oh Maron 14, 
, // / z / 

1977 when Aleman related that Jorge Nobhegas introduced Ale
man to Trafficante. Santo Trafficante/offered to assist

I 1 :/ /Aleman in obtaining a Teamster loan ostensibly out/ of grati

tude for Aleman's relative (Bongo) representing Trafficante 
i / /

in Cuba. Trafficante fully admits the Teamster lpan proposal

which was to be arranged by Frank Ragano, Trafficante'e per

sonal lawyer, who also represented JTimmy Hoffa and Frank Chanez 

in criminal cases.

Of course, the most"relevant aspect of the Trafficante- 

Aleman meetings in September 1962 to this Committee is the 

statement attributed to Trafficante by Aleman that ". . .you 

don't understand me. Kennedy's not going to make it to the 

election. He is going to get hit." Aleman reported that 

the inflamatory prediction occurred during a lengthy diatribe 

against the Kennedy administration's campaign against Jimmy
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INTRODUCTiOTf

In its concluding^section of the Final Report, 

Developments After the Warren Comiriission, the Select Senate 

Committee to Study Governmental Operation (SSC) speculated 

that organized crime may have had a continuing knowledge 

of all CIA opertions against Castro during the 1960's.

"The 1967 I i.G, Report noted that information given 

by "A" suggested a link between the AMLASHoperationand the 

1960-1962 CIA plots to assassinate Castro using undef.wdrld 

contacts. In other words, the information "A" provided 

raised the possibility that underworld figures who were aware 

of the assassination plots in which William Harygy partici

pated, may have also been aware of theAMLASH operation 

- —s-x A review of the 19 67 I.G. report does not sustain

the Senate's conjecture in that there is no-available evidence 

cited in the Report to suggest that "A" (Victor Spinosa Hernan 

dez) had knowledge of, or involvement with, any of the syn

dicate or Cuban exiles who participated iii Phase I or II of 

the CIA-Mafia assassination-.plots during 1960-62. What Book 

J^did was to seize upon the 1967's tentative identification 

of name links" between the 1960-62

and AMLASH intrique, and expand\the amorphus nature of those \ i

"name links," which included "A," into d theory that "A" was 

the conduit through which the Syndicate became knowledgeable 

of both the AMLASH operation and the initial CIA efforts to



eliminate Castro. '

The only solid factual basis for Book Ht’s tie-in 

between AMLASH and the 1960-62 CIA syndicate plots is 
ha . .upon Victor Espenosa's exile activities in June- 

July 1963, which Book £ x. VvvM „„h>

OMore, CIA files contained at least some FBI. reports 

on "A," the Cuban exile who was involved in transporting 

explosives to New Orleans in 1963. These reports detail 

his involvement with anti-Castro exiles and underworld fi- 

gures'who were operating the guerilla training damp in New 

Orleans in July 1963.

The "underworld figures" reference relates to Meiie

and William McLaney who have been considered organized crime 

affiliates by some law enforcement and media^personnel.

(See profile.) Again, however, no evidence from any source 

places McLaney into the early CIA plots to kill Castro or 

into the AMLASH operation. A review of the? June-July 19 63 

activities of McLaney and Victor Espinosa leads only to the 

inference that;their operation was a private limited venture 

with no agency or syndicate support and very little chance

of success i CSfi.fi—Roview-o f -Lake”'Ponchatr a ini n ■ Me Laney"Pro - 

file- ...Footnote re Victor Espinosa-;)

Moreover, the link between McLandy, Espinosa and the

organized crime principals connected toy the initial CIA Castro 

plots must be dissected in order to male a judgement as to

the likelihood of BoiA—3£?*s speculation? that the syndicate 

held "inside" information on Agency operations in 1960-65.



A
Since the Senate did not attempt to interview either

of the McLaney brothers or Victor Espinosa in 1975 nor ifip- 
it principals o f

quij^o--of-the■■ w4-tnes,ses the 1960-62 plots i«teo o F

their knowledge or relationship to McLaney or Espinosa, the 

Senate’s hypothetical question of underworld knowledge of 

the full range of CIA Castro plots is based upon a minimum 

of hard data and a maximum of free-wheeling conjecture.

The evidence linking Espinosa to any Known organized 

crime figures consists of his admission to being friends with 

"Cappy" Rothman, Norman Rothman's son, and a casual knowledge 

of American gamblers gleaned from his student days of visit

ing the Havana casinos. /
•J /

Mike McLaney Tgsrsr figrrisetsdjcse ties to
ft 

organized crime have been questioned within federal

law enforcement agencies since the 1950's but no solid evi

dence has linked him to Trafficante, Rosseli or Giancana.

Since McLaney has been most frequently mentioned as a "Lansky 

man." To place a witting into the 1960-62 plots,

V it requires a series of major speculative hurdles which 
VX ?—-
r y j include.(a) Myer Lansky was a plotter with Trafficante;

J1 (b) McLaney was Lansky's "action" man;^(c) the various under- Z
world figures acted in concert in promoting anti-Castro opera

'll
tions. a None of these premises are easily supportable with 

t ft-
facts -p fFt t
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